SURE TREAD
Non-Slip Grit Coating
Clear

- Slip Resistant • For Indoor/Outdoor Use
- Starts Drying Immediately • Specially Designed Soft Grit
- Made with Durable Epoxy • Bonds with Virtually Any Surface

GREAT FOR THESE APPLICATIONS:
- PUBLIC RESTROOMS • STAIRS • LADDERS • LOADING DOCKS • HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS • RAMPs
- ENTRY WAYS • EMERGENCY EXITS • DIVING BOARDS • MARINE APPLICATIONS • POOL DECKS
- BATHTUBS • SHOWERS • ROOF HATCH LADDERS • AROUND EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY
- WAREHOUSE PATHS • WHERE HAZARDOUS SLIPPERY CONDITIONS EXIST

DIRECTIONS:
Surface must be clean, dry and free of rust before painting. Protect surrounding areas from spray mist. For best results, use SURE TREAD when can is between 50°F and 90°F (10°C and 32°C). Shake SURE TREAD at least one minute after rattle is heard and occasionally during use. Spray SURE TREAD with steady even strokes at a distance of 6 to 10 inches (15 to 25cm). Several light coats give a better finish than one heavy coat. SURE TREAD is tack free in 60 minutes and fully cured in 24 hours. If clogging develops, turn sprayhead 1/4 turn or remove and clean sprayhead slot. DO NOT stick pin or other object into can opening. With can and sprayhead pointed away from you, reinsert sprayhead with a gentle twisting motion. To clear sprayhead for future use, turn SURE TREAD upside down and spray for 3 seconds. Completely empty cans may be recycled or disposed of with regular trash. Dispose of partially empty cans responsibly. DO NOT incinerate or compact.

BETA DATA
| FLASH POINT: -2°F (closed cup) | COLOR: Clear |
| PROPELLANT: Propane / N-Butane | STORAGE STABILITY: 1 yr. + |
| SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 0.77 - 0.85 | COLD STABILITY: Good |
| SOLUBILITY IN WATER: Negligible | ODOR: Solvent |
| BIODEGRADABILITY: No | EVAPORATION RATE: Unknown |
| FORM: Aerosol | % VOLATILE BY VOLUME: Aprx. 42.7 |
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